StreetShoe® NXT is easy to apply and is the toughest, most chemical resistant, fastest curing finish on the market. This fast curing formula allows for earlier access to coated floors in all environments – commercial, sports and residential.
StreetShoe® NXT adds beauty and protection to any environment, and its UV inhibitors minimize sunlight-related color changes. Its excellent chemical resistance to common household chemicals makes StreetShoe NXT ideal for use in kitchens, entryways and living rooms. StreetShoe NXT also provides the durability and performance needed for commercial, residential and even sports floors.

StreetShoe® NXT ADVANTAGES

- Nano-Technology for extreme durability
- Fastest cure available; 90% cured in 24 hours
- High build formulation
- Can be recatalyzed; reduce unused finish waste
- UV inhibitor minimizes sunlight-related color changes
- Apply directly over stain
- 275 VOC; LEED compliant
- Four sheens (Gloss, Semi-Gloss, Satin, Super Matte)

THE FASTEST CURING AND TOUGHEST FINISH ON THE MARKET

StreetShoe NXT is perfect for commercial facilities because of its fast cure times and durable properties. A coat of finish can be applied at night, and heavy traffic can resume the next day.

STREETSHEOE NXT ADVANTAGES

- Nano-Technology for extreme durability
- Fastest cure available; 90% cured in 24 hours
- High build formulation
- Can be recatalyzed; reduce unused finish waste
- UV inhibitor minimizes sunlight-related color changes
- Apply directly over stain
- 275 VOC; LEED compliant
- Four sheens (Gloss, Semi-Gloss, Satin, Super Matte)

FIND OUT MORE

For more information about Basic Coatings® or StreetShoe NXT, visit your local Basic Coatings Distributor, call us toll-free at 800.441.1934 or visit us on the web at basiccoatings.com